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This week Year 12 students experienced their last week of 
official schooling. I am sure they, like us, find it very hard to 
believe that the year has gone by so quickly.  It has certainly 
been a very challenging year for them, but one that they 
have navigated with courage and determination.  We are so 
proud of them and of their efforts throughout the year. 
 
The week concluded with our traditional Graduation events 
– The Graduation Mass, celebrated last night and today’s 
whole school Graduation Assembly.   The 2021 Graduation 
Mass and Assembly were celebrated in a similar way to 2020, 
with both year’s celebrations being very different to past 
years. 
 
The Graduation Mass was a recorded Mass and I express 
my gratitude to Fr Peter Varengo, Mr Mark Hyland, the 
Senior Student Leadership Team and Ms Deni Hexter, our 
Marketing Consultant who worked together to record the 
Mass last Monday.   The Farewell Mass provided an 
opportunity to thank the Year 12 students for their 
contribution to the College over the past 6 years.  
 
At the Graduation Mass students were thrice blessed 
receiving a blessing from all present, the Irish Blessing in 
recognition of our Irish Heritage and a Mercy blessing.  The 
Mercy blessing was written by Sr Mary Wickham with Ms 
Laura Appleby, past staff member, composing music for the 
prayer.  It is now sung as our blessing for the graduating class each year.    
 
May you meet mercy each day; 
In the light of your own heart, 
At the hands of your loved ones, 
 In the eyes of the stranger and the needy. 
And if by chance you do not at first meet it, 
Then search your heart for it, 
Listen patiently for word of it, 
And it will tap you on the shoulder, 
A quiet surprise, a small gesture, the tender look, 
Given and received in the encounters of your day. 

“Poems & Prayers of Mercy” by Mary Wickham rsm 
 
The Graduation Assembly took place this morning.  The current Government regulations do not permit a Year level to 
gather for an Assembly.  Thus only the members of the Senior Student Leadership team gathered in the Dillon Centre 
with the other Year 12 students participating from their classrooms and Years 7 to 11 watching from home. The 
Assembly included the acknowledgement of all Year 12 students, allocation of awards, speeches from the Senior 
Student Leadership Team and the announcement of the 2022 Senior Student Leadership Team. 
 
The third formal event will be the Graduation Dinner that has been rescheduled to Friday 28 January 2022.   
 
On behalf of the College I extend our best wishes to our Year 12 students and wish them well as they conclude their 
schooling and enter into the examination period. I encourage them to keep working steadily over the weeks ahead. 
The end is in sight! 

 

Graduation Prayer 
Before you were even formed, God knew you. 

While in your Mother’s womb, God named you. 
At your birth, God’s breath filled you with life. 

Today we celebrate what you have become at this moment in time. 
And so we pray. 

God of our beginnings. 
We thank you for the gifts of these graduates. 

Their excitement, their awesome wonder and curiosity. 
Their open speech and encouraging word. 

Their contributions have blessed and challenged us and we have become a richer 
and more diverse community because of them. 

As they step forward into the world that awaits,  
comfort their fears with the full knowledge of your divine presence. 

Strengthen their resolve to walk in the footsteps of Jesus  
as modern day disciples in a world that needs their spirit. 

Guide their feet as they move through life. 
Protecting them from the pitfalls of darkness  

while they help to lead future generations  
into the warm promise of your light. 

We ask this blessing upon each of them. 
Amen 
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I would particularly like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the efforts of the Year 12 teachers this year. They have 
worked tirelessly to support the students and their professionalism, expertise, and care are much appreciated. Special 
thanks to Mr David Molino, Year 12 Wellbeing Leader, for his encouragement of the students and his dedication and 
hard work. 

Education is not just about preparing young people for the future. It is about giving them the skills, confidence, and 
heart to shape the future. It is not just about giving them knowledge, but about encouraging them to be all that they 
can be—to reach their full potential—to enable them to be people who will make a difference in a world that 
desperately needs honest, strong, compassionate leaders.  

Our Vision and Mission Statement also includes the six Mercy values that we hold dear.   I believe that as we farewell 
our Year 12s, they will leave the Academy with a deep appreciation of these six key Mercy values and imbued with this 
understanding, they will, in their own way, make the world a better place.  

COMPASSION 
At Academy, compassion and empathy lead to life-enhancing action. 

COURAGE 
At Academy, courage means taking a stand in the face of risk, sustained by our faith and trust in God. 

HOSPITALITY 
At Academy, hospitality is being a welcoming, inclusive community where we open our hearts and extend generosity. 

JUSTICE 
At Academy, justice and mercy are partners when forming relationships and building a strong community. 

RESPECT 
At Academy, we show respect for ourselves, to others, and care for the Earth – our common home. 

SERVICE 
At Academy, we use our gifts and talents to positively enhance the experiences of those around us. 
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Senior Student Leadership Team 2022 
 
As the Year 12 students move to completing their time with us, the focus moves to the new Senior Student Leadership 
Team.  This team was formally announced at our Assembly on this morning.  We are very pleased with both the number 
of students who had the courage to put their names forward for leadership and with the calibre of the applicants.  Once 
again we know that there will be strong student leadership in 2022 and that the College will be in good hands.   
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Every blessing, 

 
 
Sr Mary Moloney rsm 
Principal 
 
 
 

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL – WELLBEING AND OPERATIONS 
Dear Parents / Guardians,  
 
Welcome Back 
It is hard to believe that we are already two weeks into this last term of what has been such a second tumultuous year 
for school communities. What has been so pleasing over the last fortnight is to, once again, hear the buzz of 
conversation between students and the staff across the campus as the Year 12s returned to onsite learning. Talking to 
the students and Year 12 staff, the conversation has centred around the opportunity to engage and re-connect with 
people and processes we have missed the most. There was a genuine sense of satisfaction to be back on campus with 
friends and teachers and the support that comes within a school community. In the coming weeks we look forward to 
welcoming the rest of the student cohort back on campus and our main focus will be that of reconnecting with each 
other. There will also be some information sent out to students early next week with suggestions on how to prepare for 
the return to life on campus.  
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Best Wishes to the Year 12 Class of 2021 
This week we formally farewelled our Year 12 students with an online Graduation Mass on Thursday evening and a ‘live 
streamed’ Farewell Assembly this morning. Given the COVID restrictions within which we needed to work, both events 
were a fitting tribute to the wonderful students they have been throughout this most challenging year. I really do feel 
for our Year 12 students who have had to endure remote learning through much of their VCE years as well as 
limitations with events and activities that they would normally partake in and in some instances see as a rite of passage. 
But to their credit, the students have risen to the occasion, have rarely been despondent or wallowed in self-pity. 
Instead they have demonstrated maturity, resilience, independence, adaptability, an unwavering support of each other 
and a determination to make the most of what the rules and restrictions have allowed. I have no doubt that the 
experience of the last two years will hold the students in good stead and allow them to handle any hurdles that come 
their way beyond life at the Academy. They should be very proud of their approach over the last two years after having 
shown so much resilience in the face of adversity. I wish the graduating Class of 2021 all the very best with their 
looming examinations and with whatever direction they decide to embark on in their adult life. As I reminded them in 
the Assembly today, the Academy is ‘their’ school, they will forever be a part of this community and they are always 
most welcome to walk back in through the Nicholson Street gates to see how ‘their’ school is travelling. 
 
MACSSIS - 2021 School Improvement Surveys 
A reminder that all families received an email last Thursday inviting them to participate in a school improvement 
survey. They surveys are totally anonymous and as many families possible are invited to complete them as they will 
provide us with very rich information about what we as a College community are doing well and perhaps highlight for 
us areas that we may need to focus on. The survey window will close on Thursday 26 October.  
 
Elevate Education 
A free parent webinar series from Elevate Education commences next Wednesday. Topics offered to parents in the 
coming weeks include: 
Ø Time Management Techniques – 20 October  
Ø Stress & Wellbeing Management Skills – 27 October 
Ø Exam Preparation Tips to Deepen Revision – 10 November 
Ø Exam-Room skills – 24 November 

 
The webinars run live online from 7pm – 8pm, where the presenter will share Elevate’s ‘Key Research and Skills’ and will 
then conduct a live Q&A so parents can ask questions to the presenter.   Registration is essential. 
Further details can be accessed by clicking on this link: You can register by clicking here. 
 
Uniform 
As the Year 7 – 11 student slowly return to the campus over the coming week, we recognize and will have as priorities 
student re-connection with peers and with staff, reducing levels of anxiety and focusing on mental health, we are also 
aware that the students have been able to wear what they like during the remote learning period. We ask that upon 
returning to the College, the same expectations apply as they did previously with regards to uniform. In particular, the 
students need to remember that extra piercings are not permitted, that only one plain or stud earring should be in the 
lobe of each ear and hair that is shoulder length or longer must be tied back. Additionally, skirt lengths (Summer 
uniform) need to be on or just above the knee line. Further to this, for those students that do not have an exemption, it 
is mandatory for them to wear a mask at all times, other than when they are eating or drinking. This includes whilst 
travelling to and from and school.  
 
As I have stated many times over this year, the students are often the start and the end of what the public see and often 
our standards are judged, rightly or wrongly, by how our students present themselves.  We thank you in anticipation of 
your support. 
 
Mobile Phones 
Further to the above, during the remote learning period, the students would have had greater access to their phones 
and to their social media accounts. However, when they return to face to face learning, students need to remember 
that mobile phones may not be accessed between the first bell of the day and the last bell of the day. Mobile phones 
need to remain in the students’ locker while they are onsite. 
 
Always remember that we, at the Academy, are here to support you, your daughters and your families as best we can at 
all times. Never hesitate to be in touch. 

Mr Sam Di Camillo, Deputy Principal - Wellbeing & Operations 
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL – LEARNING AND TEACHING 
Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 
Welcome back to Term 4.  I hope your daughters enjoyed a well-deserved break from online learning and that they are 
feeling refreshed and ready to re-engage with learning this term.  
 
For our Year 12 students, the September break was a chance to rest, revise and complete trial exams, in readiness for 
their forthcoming exams. I congratulate the Year 12s on their persistence in this very challenging year. I hope they 
recognize the tremendous growth that has been a result of this period, in terms of increased independence as learners, 
better time management and increased resilience.   It has been a delight to welcome our Year 12 back to school this 
term and we wish them all the very best for their end of year examinations.  
I extend a final thanks to David Molino (Year 12 Wellbeing Leader), John Andritsos (Learning Administration Leader) 
and Pina Nicolazzo (VASS Coordinator), for their considerable work behind the scenes to support our students through 
trial and forthcoming exams, the return to school, and the General Achievement Test. I am very grateful for your tireless 
work.  
SWOTVAC 
Families of Year 12 students will be aware that next week is a revision week, before examinations commence on 27 
October.  We strongly recommend that students complete their study/revision from home, to minimize the amount of 
exposure they will have to other students prior to exams.  Of course, if students are meeting with teachers face to face, 
they have been instructed to arrange an appointment with this teacher and where possible, return home immediately 
after this meeting.  
 
EXAMS AND ASSESSMENT YEARS 7 – 10 
I continue to marvel at the perseverance shown by our staff and students this year, as they have navigated on site 
disruption and the extended period of remote learning.  Term 4 is the culmination of a year’s work and, in the best of 
circumstances, really challenges students in their learning.  Our staff are acutely aware of how remote learning has 
shaped your daughters’ learning this year and are working to ensure that Term 4 assessment is in line with the learning 
and teaching that has occurred this year.  
 
EXAMS 
As per the school the calendar, both Year 10s and Year 11s will participate in end of semester examinations.  
Undertaking the examination process provides students with invaluable experience in time management and 
responding to material under pressure.  These skills are essential elements to their success in their final year.  Of course, 
we are mindful that these examinations reflect the work that has been done online, so that students find this 
experience a positive one.   
Year 11 Examinations:  Friday November 12 - Thursday November 18. 
Year 10 Examinations:  Tuesday November 16 - Thursday November 18. 
Please note Report Writing day is Friday November 19. 
 
MATHS REVIEW  
In Term 3, Academy embarked on a review of the Mathematics Program from 7 – 10.  This review involved contributions 
from staff, students and parents.  I take this opportunity to extend my thanks to all those who so generously invested 
their time into this process.   
 
Currently, we are working through the findings of the review, and we will share the plans for the Mathematics Program 
for 2022 and beyond once these have been finalized.   
 
Wishing all our community the very best for Term 4. 

Ms Fiona Lennon, Deputy Principal – Learning and Teaching 
 
 
 
 

JUSTICE 
Today Justice Group students farewelled our 2021 Academy Justice Captain, Emily Razlog and all the Year 12 students 
involved in Justice at Academy. 
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Emily has been a generous and supportive leader, prepared to work hard and to have fun.  
Her maturity and integrity have set an example to younger members of the group and her 
passion and initiative have ensured that Justice Group even during lockdown was fun, 
inclusive and committed to raising and discussing important issues. She was always 
enthusiastically supported by our Year 12 Justice Group members and together they always 
modelled the Mercy values. 
 
We wish Emily and the all the Year 12 Justice students well and know their future 
endeavours will be imbued with the Mercy spirit. 
 

 
Mercy Fundraising  
Despite the challenges of lockdown we were very pleased to be able to raise $5000 for our 
Mercy causes in Term Three.  Each House was challenged to raise as much money as they 
could and were inspired by the important causes we all learnt about during our Winter Sleep 
Out and also by the prize of a casual clothes day just for the winning House. 
 
Thank you to Mrs Chowne for contributing another of her beautiful handmade quilts for 
auction. This also added to our total. 
 
Sherlock raised just under $2000 and so will enjoy a casual clothes day on campus soon. 
 
 
 

 

Mrs Glenister and Ms Moran, Justice Leaders 

 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Web.Comp starts October 25.             Web.Comp Tournament starts November 22 
Combine coding and creativity. Students will learn web design principles and HTML/CSS in only 4 weeks with 
Web.Comp. This friendly competition offers interactive content, auto-marking, intelligent feedback, and live online 
tutoring, allowing students to learn as they go along. 

In Web.Comp Tournament students are invited to flex their web design skills to design their own webpage and submit 
it to go head to head against other student designs. Students do not need to take part in Web.Comp to enter 
Web.Comp Tournament, but they will need a good understanding of HTML/CSS and design principles. 
Any gain in creativity and coding skills will be of great benefit to you. Please contact Ms Jones via email if you are 
interested in taking part in this terrific challenge. 
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Ms Kate Jones, Information Technology Learning Leader 

 

MATHEMATICS 
Australian Mathematics Competition 
In August, 66 students from the Academy took part in the Australian Mathematics Competition. The results have just 
come in and the certificates should be sent through in the coming weeks.  
 
Congratulations to all of the students that took part this year, especially as there was a last minute change as we 
abruptly headed into lockdown. These students are to be commended for participating in the competition online on 
the first day of the lockdown #6! 
 
Nearly half of the students who participated were awarded a Credit which is a great achievement, so a big well done to 
those students. As well as all those credits, 5 students achieved a Distinction which puts them in the top 20% of those 
that entered the competition across the country and I would like to acknowledge their amazing achievement. 
 

Year 7 Year 8 
MIA DUNN Credit ELISE DABBS Distinction – Top score in Year 8 
ZARA FOX Credit FREDA DOWSEY  Distinction 
SASKIA SCHULTZ Credit LEONDRA MICHIENZI Distinction 
ALLIRA SILVESTRO Credit ALICE PORTZ Distinction 
NASTASIA VIOLA Credit NIKI CHRISTAKOS Credit 
  KEEVA CIAVARELLA Credit 
  ELLA CLIFFORD Credit 
  ZOE DULLARD Credit 
  CARA EGRY Credit 
  NICOLA GEORGOULOS Credit 
  PHOEBE GOWANS Credit 
  AMELIA GRBAC Credit 
  FLORENCIA HERRERA Credit 
  INDIA KERR Credit 
  ALLEGRA KLINE Credit 
  SIENNA KOMARNYCKI Credit 
  SOPHIE LEE Credit 
  BRIANA MAIALE Credit 
  EVIE MORRIS Credit 
  OLIVIA PORTELLI Credit 
  JUANITA POSSO Credit 
  ASHA SOMERS Credit 
    

Year 9 Year 10 
HARPER SMITH Distinction – Top score in Year 9 CLARISSA AUGOUSTAKIS   Credit – Top score in Year 10 
AVA-GRACE SILVESTRO Credit SIMONE JACKLIN Credit 
  GEMMA NAPOLITANO Credit 
    

Year 11 Year 12 
HOLLY GIBNEY Credit FRANCESCA PERRI Top score in Year 12 
LUCY WILSON Credit – Top score in Year 11   
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The award for the best in school goes to a Year 7 student who achieved a High Distinction putting her in the top 3% of 
the country and that award goes to !"#$#!% '#($)*+(",-$(. (7 Silver). Well done to Trinity and to all those who took 
part in the competition.

Mrs Marie McCarthy, Mathematics Learning Leader and Mathematics Enrichment Leader

PERFORMING ARTS 
We are very excited to announce that auditions are planned to be held in the last few weeks of this term for next year’s 
2022 School Musical! As we are still awaiting confirmation from Hal Leonard, we cannot reveal the title of show at this 
stage. Please note that rehearsals will be held in Terms 1&2 of 2022 on most Sundays from 10.00am until 4.00pm, 
Mondays after school until 5.30pm as well as one week over the Easter school holidays. An audition pack will be 
available on Simon before the auditions to help students prepare for their audition. Students should begin thinking 
about getting involved and committing to this exciting journey. This year’s Oliver! cast will attest to their amazing and 
memorable experience and whist it is a big commitment, the challenge of preparing for an audition and participating 
in the musical is a wonderfully rewarding adventure.

/01234%52!%6!74%8'9:!;<=>38'!2618'?62!@36A!6A'!=;;=<61?36:!6=!26';!=16!=B!6A'3<!
4=9B=<6!C=?'2!%?8!3?815&'!3?!1?3D1'!'E;'<3'?4'2F!72!2=9'=?'!@A=!@%2!=>'<4=9'!
G:!2A:?'22!6A<=1&A=16!9:!:=1?&'<!:'%<2H!91234%5!6A'%6<'!A%2!2'<>'8!%2!6A'!I':!6=!
'?A%?43?&!9:!4=?B38'?4'!6A<=1&A!4<'%63>36:!%?8!2'5B!'E;<'223=?FJ!!"#$%&'()*'+%,"&

/K53>'<L!@%2!%?!%9%C3?&!'E;'<3'?4'F!M!%9!2=!3?4<'83G5:!6A%?IB15!%2!M!9%8'!9%?:!
5%263?&!B<3'?82A3;2!G'4%12'!=B!6A'!91234%5F!0:!<=5'!%2!6A'!7<6B15!N=8&'<!6%1&A6!9'!
?=6!=?5:!%G=16!23?&3?&H!8%?43?&H!%?8!%463?&H!G16!%G=16!6'%9@=<I!%?8!8'834%63=?F!M!
5=>'8!'>'<:!;%<6!=B!36!%?8!M!5==I!B=<@%<8!6=!%18363=?!6=!G'!%!;%<6!=B!6A'!'E;'<3'?4'!
%&%3?!?'E6!:'%<FJ!-"+.'+()$%/*
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 “Having the opportunity to participate in Oliver! Was a once in a lifetime 
experience. I was a member of the ensemble and even though I was not a main 
character in the production I felt like my role was just as important as the roles of 
the lead characters. I was able to have lots of fun at rehearsals and create strong 
bonds with all cast members. By the end of it we had become one big family.”  
Olivia Portelli 
 
 
 “Oliver! the musical was an opportunity that allowed Academy students to express 
their talents and unite as one big performing arts family. Being a part of the cast 
taught me a lot about dedication and commitment as my role, Bet, appeared 
frequently on stage. The benefit of getting to play in a real-life theatrical 
environment was an incredible experience and one that I will always 
remember.” Claudia O’Neill 
 

 

 
 

Ms Olivia Hamilton, Performing Arts Learning Leader and Ms Mirelle Morris, Instrumental Music Coordinator 

McAULEY RESOURCE CENTRE 
There are so many new books waiting for students to read and borrow on their return to site. Students can  check the 
library catalogue (https://library.academy.vic.edu.au/#!dashboard) and place a hold on the books to ensure they 
receive them first. Do consider, the memoir of a holocaust survivor Eddie Jaju who died this week aged 101. He lived in 
Sydney and described himself, and named his book, The happiest man on earth, there is plenty of wisdom in his 
approach to life.  

Ms Pam Saunders and Ms Cathy Bennett, Teacher Librarians 
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WORK EXPERIENCE 2021
Several Year 10 students took advantage of an extraordinary opportunity offered by engineering firm GHD during the 
last week of term 3. This online experience was enjoyed by year 10 students from several schools across Melbourne. We 
proudly observed our students deliver their presentations at the conclusion of the program.  An informative account 
has been provided by two of our Academy students.
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Mrs Anne Marie Allan, Work Experience Coordinator and Ms Lauren Sach, Careers Practitioner

COMMUNITY ACTION
COMMUNITY ACTION LAUNCH for 2022
This morning Academy’s Community Action program was launched as we enjoyed the 
privilege of past student, Grace Pucci (2017) addressing year 9 students. Grace is currently 
completing her final studies in Law and Business at Bond University. Motivated by her 
passion for helping others, Grace initiated and is president of Bond University Community 
Outreach Group and grew its membership to support thousands of individuals in a myriad 
of ways. She spoke of Academy’s Mercy values and the enduring legacy of our College 
culture.

Undoubtedly the online presentation will have inspired and challenged our students to 
step up for the many volunteering possibilities ahead of them in Year 10.  Our planning at 
this stage is for all year 10 students to spend one week in a community organization at the 
end of term 2 in 2022. Students will have the opportunity to indicate their community organization preference or offer 
new ideas for volunteering.

As Grace mentioned one of the greatest gifts we can give to another is the gift of time. To offer this without expectation 
of anything in return is the real value in developing genuine relationships within our community.  One of Grace’s 
enduring memories as she finished at Academy was the following Maya Angelou statement:

“People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.”

We expect our year 10 students will shine as they participate in next year’s Community Action Program.

Mrs Anne Marie Allan, Community Action Coordinator

STUDENTS OF THE TERM – TERM 3
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Mira Russo - 7 Silver 
Mira has been an active participant in all of her online classes.   She consistency engages with her 
teachers during online learning, has her camera on and asks questions.   Mira’s teachers say her 
enthusiasm sets the tone for the whole class.  She is really passionate about dance and attends every 
rehearsal at 7.30am. She also has a positive approach to her online studies in English. 
 
 

 
Evie Morris – 8 Red 
Evie has been consistently positive and enthusiastic throughout the Term.  Despite the hardships 
presented by lockdowns, she has consistently risen to the challenges faced by students in these 
times.  Nobody has found lockdown easy and the daily rise in cases has been rather 
dispiriting.  Despite the difficulties of the times, Evie has provided excellent example to her peers 
through her positive attitude and her sunny disposition.  She has also shown the way in her care and 
concern for her classmates, going out of her way to check up on her friends and 
contemporaries.  When difficulties arise for a wide variety of students, Evie is only too happy to help in 

any way she can.  She always has her microphone and her camera on and she is consistently willing to contribute to the 
general classroom discussion.  She has been of much support to her teachers and has enhanced the learning 
environment significantly.  Evie s to be genuinely commended for her efforts in this term of difficult times.    
 

Violet Cowie  – 9 Monash 
Violet is a determined student. She is enthusiastic and willing to give everything a go. In class she is an 
outstanding contributor who gives matured, considered responses. She gives all her work her very 
best and as a result it is of a high quality. Whenever there has been a challenge Violet has risen to the 
occasion and demonstrated real resilience. She has also been an active member of the Academy’s 
Australian Rules football team.     
 
 

Nicole Karakiklas – 10 Purple 
Nicole’s commitment to her learning and the learning environment has shone in Term 3. Her teachers 
have described her as conscientious, polite and encouraging of her fellow students. Whilst the 
majority of the term has been online, Nicole has not let these and other obstacles deter from her 
commitment to her studies. She should be commended on the way she goes about her studies and 
how she is supportive of all those in the learning environment. Her teachers and peers have 
commented on the joy that Nicole brings to her online classes. Whilst term 3 has been difficult for 
everyone, Nicole’s positive routines and can do attitude has meant that she has been ready for the 
challenges of this term.   

 
Ruby Hoare – 11 Blue 
Ruby is a very happy and enthusiastic student. All of her teachers have commented on her punctual 
attendance, frequent contributions in class and her generosity. Ruby has gone above and beyond in 
supporting her peers both in her classes and in Mentor Group. On top of this, she has created regular 
editions of the ‘Covid Courier’, which have brought joy and positivity to the year level during 
lockdown. Ruby is a born leader and a role model to her peers. She is an active member of the Social 
Justice group, regular volunteer for year level and school events and 11 Blue Justice Captain.   

 
Jennifer Salatino – 12 Red 
Jennifer has had an exceptional year in 2021. She constantly has a smile on her face and is the first 
person to put her hand up to provide support for any of her peers in need. Jennifer has a gift in having 
the ability to empathise with her fellow classmates and provide much needed support throughout the 
remote learning period. No stranger to hard work, she has helped lead the way in organising the 
Mercy Day video. She has worked extremely hard in her subjects, consistently working towards high 
standards. When we were on-site, Jennifer was always supportive in Mentor Group activities and is 
doing a wonderful job as the College Captain.   

 
   




